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How Will You Measure Your Life?

“You can talk all you want about having a clear purpose and strategy for your 
life, but ultimately this means nothing if you are not investing the resources 

you have in a way that is consistent with your strategy. 

In the end, a strategy is nothing but good intentions unless it's effectively 
implemented.”

- Clayton Christensen



GBS Strategy:  ‘Good Intentions’

Global perspective and 
cultural competence is at 
the heart of our strategy



How Cultural Competence Meets 
the Needs of Employers

Improving cultural competence in the workplace can improve productivity and 
performance, but takes time and a commitment to education.

But what is “cultural competence”, exactly?
• The ability to effectively communicate and interact with people across cultures 

through positive behaviors, attitudes and policies. 
• The word “culture” refers to the beliefs, values and thoughts of a racial, ethnic, 

religious or social group and “competence” implies the ability to function 
effectively. 

Source: Indeed Career Development Guide (https://www.indeed.com/career-advice/career-development/cultural-competence), February 2021

https://www.indeed.com/career-advice/career-development/cultural-competence


In our workplaces, in our world, we are a diverse people. Learning how to respect, 
communicate and collaborate with an increasingly diverse work culture is crucial to 
optimizing a company’s efficiency and productivity. 

How are efficiency and productivity enhanced?
• Increased appreciation for other perspectives (empathy)
• More ideas
• Increased creativity
• Improved listening
• Increased empathy and adaptability

Source: Indeed Career Development Guide (https://www.indeed.com/career-advice/career-development/cultural-competence), February 2021

How Cultural Competence Meets 
the Needs of Employers

https://www.indeed.com/career-advice/career-development/cultural-competence


But our curriculum teaches business…

…not beliefs, values and thoughts of racial, 
ethnic, religious or social groups …

…so the heart of our strategy was well-intended, 
but not effectively implemented. 



So what is the innovation?
Delivered In-Depth by 

Academic Experts

From within (or identified by) 
the University

Interdisciplinary  Approach
Emphasis on Cultural 
Competence (Global 

Perspective)

Global Immersions 
(Status Quo)

Business School-Centric
Background Reading(s)

PESTL and Economic 
Foundations

On-The-Ground Learning

Arenas (Where we Compete)

Differentiators (How we Compete)

Vehicles (e.g. Seminars for Global Citizenship)



Seminars for Global Citizenship: Good Intentions, 
Effectively Implemented

• 7 out of 13 were led by subject matter experts from non-GBS units of Emory University
• 5 out of 13 were led by subject matter experts external to Emory
• One SGC was led by GBS second-year South Korean students

Subject Matter Expert Region of Expertise Affiliation
Jeffrey Lesser Brazil Halle Institute for Global Research, Emory University
Rebecca Purdom Brazil Emory Law School
Natália Salgado Bueno Brazil Department of Political Science, Emory University
Hubert Tworzecki Russia Department of Political Science, Emory University
Christina Crawford Russia Art History, Emory University
Chris Suh South Korea Department of History, Emory University 
Hwisang Cho South Korea Modern Languages, Emory University 
Miseong Woo South Korea Fulbright Visiting Faculty from Yonsei University (Emory)
Eliza Correa Brazil Amazon
Zhdan Shakirov Russia Boston Consulting Group
Robert Anderson Jr Russia Cyber Defense Labs
Ian Bremmer Russia Eurasia Group
Second-Year MBA Students South Korea GBS South Korean Student Network

Student feedback from SGCs included:
“Interesting to learn the differences in their (Brazil) political system and how it got to where it is now.”
“I really liked the historical background to give context around the places we will be visiting.”



Key Takeaways
• It’s not enough to say, “we don’t do that here”

– Expertise exists outside of the business school

• General willingness to help when properly asked
• Properly asking takes a lot of time
• Winners include students, employers and humanity
• If it doesn’t exist within the curriculum, is it truly 

strategic or is it just “good intentions”?
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